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About Art Song Lab

ASL is a 6-month collaborative opportunity for composers and writers 
that culminates in a week-long intensive program in Vancouver. Since 
2011, ASL has connected 58 writers with 72 composers, presenting world 
premieres of 94 new Art Songs. 

For more info + artist bios, please visit  

www.artsonglab.com
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Letter from the Directors

Thank you so much for joining us tonight. The concert you are about 
to hear is just the tip of an iceberg: the fruit of months of collaboration 
distilled into a single evening. It is the essense of contemporary - a pure 
expression of the writers, composers, and performers behind these 
pieces. Thank you to each and every one of them for giving so much of 
themselves!

But this concert is also part of a larger current - a joyous renaissance of 
what we call art song. Each year, Art Song Lab grows and shifts with the 
tides of its participants. It is our absolute priviledge to be at the helm 
of this vessel whose journey is so much richer than any course we could 
have set.

Alison d’Amato and Michael Park



I Am a Cowboy From Hat To Boot for baritone
by J.J. Lokshtanov and Kelly Krebs

Bees for contralto
by Christine Leviczky Riek and Michael Trew

evolutionary linguistics for soprano
by Winston Le and Cameron Catalano

What’s Broken: a household mini-drama in eleven parts for baritone
by Ariel Gordon and Julia Soojin Cavallaro

The Permanent Wound for soprano
by Dara-Lyn Shrager and Ted Hamilton

Moon, Dog, Heart for contralto
by Athena Kildegaard and Jonathan Newmark

INTERMISSION

The Question of Water for contralto
by Athena Kildegaard and Wilhelmina Esary

Our Earth for baritone
by T.K. Torme and Kai Leung

Bird of Light for soprano
by Dara-Lyn Shrager and Liam Moore

 
I Enter into Debt, a tragicomedy pastiche for baritone

by J.J. Lokshtanov and Dubravko Pajalic

To Viola Desmond, 1946 for contralto
by Carolyn Nakagawa and Jessica Rudman

Performed by

Steven Bélanger, baritone and Corey Hamm, pianist
Lynne McMurtry, contralto and Alison d’Amato, pianist

Robyn Driedger-Klassen, soprano and Rachel Kiyo Iwaasa, pianist

PROGRAM
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PARTICIPANTS
POETS

Ariel Gordon is a Winnipeg writer. 
Both her collections of poetry, Hump 
and Stowaways, won the Lansdowne 
Prize for Poetry. She recently co-edited 
GUSH: menstrual manifestos for 
our times (Frontenac House, 2018) 
with Rosanna Deerchild and Tanis 
MacDonald. In 2019, she will publish 
two books: Treed, a book of urban-
forest essays with Wolsak & Wynn in 
spring and and TreeTalk: Winnipeg, a 
chapbook/trade poetry collection with 
At Bay Press in fall.

Carolyn Nakagawa is a Vancouver-
based poet and playwright whose 
work has appeared in publications 
such as The Malahat Review, the 
new quarterly, and Poetry is Dead. 
Her current theatrical project is The 
New Canadians, a musical about 
young Japanese Canadians who ran a 
community newspaper in the 1940s 
before and after the forced uprooting 
of their community from Vancouver.

Athena Kildegaard is the author of 
five books of poetry. She holds an 
M.A.T./English from the University of 
Chicago and teaches in the English 
and Environmental Studies programs 
at the University of Minnesota Morris, 
where she also directs the Honors 
Program. Kildegaard’s poems have 
appeared widely in such journals as 
Malahat Review, Ecotone, RHINO, 
Rattle, Northwest Review, and 
elsewhere. Her poems have been set 
as art song and for chorus by several 
Minnesota composers, including Libby 
Larsen. She is now collaborating with a 
Minnesota composer to create a longer 
choral and instrumental work on the 
theme of immigration.

Winston Le is a Vietnamese-Canadian 
poet who resides in Langley, BC. He 
is a graduate of the Creative Writing 
program at Kwantlen Polytechnic 
University and through the Surrey 
Poet Laureate Program was the Events 
Coordinator for Asians on Edge, an 



avant-garde Asian-Canadian diasporic 
literary event. His poems have been 
featured in both pulp Mag and filling 
Station. Most recently, his debut 
chapbook, translanguaging was 
shortlisted for the 2018 Broken Pencil 
Zine Awards.

Christine Leviczky Riek is a poet 
and photographer from Surrey, BC. 
Her poetry has been published in The 
Capilano Review, and Pulp Literature. 
Her photographs have been shown 
in galleries throughout the Lower 
Mainland.

J.J. Lokshtanov (né Locke) is 
coordinator of the Frank Scott Poetry 
Day (August 1). Previously, he was  
coordinator of the 2008 Montreal 
International Public Poetry Festival, 
organizer of the O Canada rewrite 
contest, and director of the 2009 
Leonard Cohen 75th birthday events 
. In addition, J.J. was VIA Rail’s 2011 
Destination’s Magazine in-house 
poet. He has read his work in Canada, 
the US, and France. His latest work, 
The Snow In Nepal, was published in 

the anthology, Eternal Snow, Nirala 
Publications. In 2004, his first book of 
poetry, Freedom’s Narrow Window, was 
published.

Dara-Lyn Shrager is an editor and 
poet in Princeton, NJ. Her poems have 
appeared in many journals and her first 
full-length poetry collection, “Whiskey, 
X-Ray, Yankee”, was published by 
Barrow Street Books in 2018. She is 
the co-founder and co-editor of Radar 
Poetry, an online poetry and art journal. 
She has taught poetry workshops in 
many settings and is currently the Poet-
in-Residence at the Princeton Public 
Library in Princeton, NJ.

Tara K. Torme. I am a poet who’s 
been writing for many years. I’ve self 
published a book of poetry back in 
2006. I am still working on my craft. I 
have Asperger Syndrome.



COMPOSERS

Julia Soojin Cavallaro, composer 
and mezzo-soprano, enjoys a richly 
varied career in art song, choral 
music, oratorio, and opera. She has 
premiered several of her own works at 
Tufts University in collaboration with 
composer and pianist John McDonald. 
Born and raised in the Boston area, 
Ms. Cavallaro grew up in an Italian/
Korean American household filled with 
music and art. A graduate of Harvard 
College and Boston University, she 
has performed with many leading 
ensembles in the U.S., including the 
Handel and Haydn Society, Boston 
Landmarks Orchestra, Boston Opera 
Collaborative, and most recently, New 
Camerata Opera in New York City.

Jessica Rudman (http://www.
jessicarudman.com)  is an American 
composer whose recent works engage 
with contemporary  social themes 
through realistic or fantastical frames. 
Her style blends  melodic development 
and narrative structures with sensual 
harmony and vibrant color to create an 
intense emotional expression. Rudman’s 

music  has been presented across the USA 
and abroad by performers including the 
International Contemporary Ensemble, 
the Indianapolis Chamber Orchestra, 
and Hartford Opera Theater. Jessica is 
a  2019 Connecticut Artist Fellow, with 
support from the Connecticut Office of 
the Arts, which also receives funding from 
the National Endowment for the Arts, a 
federal agency.

Liam Moore is easily entertained. He 
is fascinated by the evolution of our 
universe and life on Earth. He generally 
plays string instruments well and 
specifically plays trombone poorly. Liam 
lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Kelly Krebs is a Minneapolis-based 
composer who loves writing for singers. After 
a 20-year creative hiatus, Krebs returned to 
composing in 2015. He was selected as a 
composer for the MNSong Program at the 
2017 Source Song Festival and in 2018, he 
was part of the Composer-Librettist Studio 
with Nautilus Music-Theater. He is currently 
working on the musical “Norman!” – a wildly 
imaginative, tragicomic prequel to the 
events in the classic Hitchcock film PSYCHO.



The majority of Cameron Catalano’s 
musical output for 2017 - 18 was 
comprised primarily of seven 90 minute 
film scores which have been broadcast 
both domestically and internationally. 
He did find the time to consistently 
provide accompaniment on his guitar 
or double bass for a variety of live 
Vancouver Theatre Shows including Off 
Key (an improvised musical), Sin Peaks 
(a serialized improvised soap opera) 
and Shakespeare After Dark. In recent 
years he’s had a number of compositions 
performed by artists including NuBC, 
Marina Hasselberg and the Erato 
Ensemble. He’s a farmer in the summer 
and composer in the winter.

Michael Trew has wide performing 
and composing experience in a variety 
of musical genres, including rock, 
classical, jazz, and the healing arts. 
He began studying Composition with 
Cortland Hultberg at UBC, graduating 
with a BMus in 1972. Subsequently 
he obtained a Professional Teaching 
Certificate (1976) before returning to 
obtain a Master’s (1980) and Doctorate 
(1986) in Music Composition. His 
teachers included Stephen Chatman, 
Paul Reale, and Elaine Barkin. Currently 
Michael teaches piano, theory, 
history, and composition privately, is 
a performer, and accompanies vocal 
artists in Vancouver. In the summer 
of 2018 Michael co-wrote an art song 
with poet Janet Rogers which was 
performed by vocalist Dorothea Hayley 
and pianist Rachel Iwaasa.

Kai Leung is a third-year voice and 
composition student at the University 
of Toronto. He currently studies 
composition with Roger Bergs, and has 
studied in the past with Dr. Rapoport 
and Larysa Kuzmenko. He is the 
conductor of Mississauga Summer 
Chorale’s concert choir “Frisson”, the 
baritone section leader with the Toronto 
Youth Choir, the Bass section lead 
with the Ontario Male Chorus, and the 
assistant music director and composer 
in residence at St. Clements church.

Ted Hamilton is a Vancouver based 
musician, multidisciplinary composer and 
sound artist working in contemporary 
dance, theater, film/TV and performance 
art. His music and collaborative creations 
have been produced and performed 
in Canada and internationally for over 
two decades. Ted is also a songwriter, a 
musical theatre writer and has composed 



Dubravko Pajalic, born in Zagreb, 
Croatia, graduated in musicology at 
Zagreb University. Later he continued 
his studies in Vienna, Austria.   He 
is a versatile musician having 
studied flute, guitar, conducting and 
composition. He conducts community 
and church choirs and likes to 
organize and conduct massive choral 
concerts. His compositions are in the 
nutshell a “bricolage” - a creation of 
a work from a diverse range of things 
available (a current mood or a mind-
set - or simply a subconscious reflex 
to melodic material). 

Wilhelmina “Mina” Esary is a versatile 
composer of chamber, choral, and 
electronic music whose works have been 
performed by members of the Seattle 
Symphony, Women’s Works of Ithaca, 
and the American Creators Ensemble. 
Her compositions range in character 
from contemplative to whimsical, dark 
to ethereal, and are often inspired by 
emotional reactions stemming from 
perceptions of the physical world. She is 
currently pursuing her BM in Composition 
at the Eastman School of Music and is 
studying with Ricardo Zohn-Muldoon. 
Some of her most savored moments are 
writing double bar lines, feeling a drizzle 
on gray days, and smelling old books.

Jonathan Newmark received his 
composition MM from the University 
of Cincinnati College-Conservatory 

music for many ensembles including 
string trio, string orchestra, art song 
(voice and piano) and 50 voice SATB 
choir. Ted is a member of the Canadian 
Musical Theatre Writers Collective and 
participated as a composer in their 2017-
18 workshop series, led and mentored by 
Daniel Maté.

of Music in 2015, studying with Joel 
Hoffman, Douglas Knehans, and 
Michael Fiday.  His work is published by 
TrevCo Varner and BrassArts. A CD of his 
chamber works was released in 2009. 
A 1974 graduate of Harvard College, he 
earned his MD from Columbia University 
College of Physicians and Surgeons in 
1978.  He is professor of neurology at 
the Uniformed Services University of 
the Health Sciences, staff neurologist 
at the DC VA Medical Center, retired 
Colonel, US Army Medical Corps, and 
a recognized authority on medical 
response to chemical warfare and 
terrorism. 



Texts
evolutionary linguistics 

earth

con  gai. 
moulted remains of the serpent-sin 
tattoo  
efface palimpsest       posthumous
my karma signature—i am Thorn.

fire

no longer his rib girl,
i genesis-splice adam-rib 
hernia. ardent-ignited consciousness
cauterizes my dissected birthname.

wood

emancipate & protrude 
resilience. i impale my past life, 
a subservient osteology.    

xác chết—
my corpse resonates samsara. 
regeneration of the bắc việt. 
ancestral-branches migrate 
my estuary-veins like a lichtenburg scar.

water
the drowned. the amniotic. the lotus 
awakens its petals, 
a việt-eden incubator resuscitates my 
submerged soul.

metal
years since exhalation. shrapnel-
liberation,
neonatal stasis-prison    tôi là Thorn, 
malleable    
third generation of the mekong delta 
reborn beneath tết-moon.

  —Winston Le

I AM A COWBOY FROM HAT TO BOOT

By J.J. Lokshtanov

I am a cowboy from hat to boot 

Mangy as a banjo or a range cayoot 

I’m as handsome as any handsome 
horse 

That ain’t saying much, of course. 

I love to rope and I love the girls 

But not the ones roped with pearls 

I love the cows that lick my face 

I’ll marry but one to keep me in place. 

I am a cowboy from hat to boot 

Polite as a gentleman and just as astute 

I’ll shoot off my mouth as quick as a gun 

If I see anyone hurting anyone. 

I am a proud cowboy shoeing a poem, 
 
Seeking a warm barn to call my home. 

BEES

||:

please order bees 

for the coming season 

lay the white wood hive

in my field 

of blueberry blossoms

so pale and soft 

when one in ten are open

take them away in May

:||

© Christine Leviczky Riek



What’s broken
by Ariel Gordon

1.
Pictures that don’t fit their frames.
Frames that don’t fit the pictures.

There is a light switch that turns 
nothing on.
Neither toilet flushes completely.

The clothes washer just walked itself 
across the room.

2.
I installed a doorbell that mutters 
instead of clangs.
I proudly installed a deadbolt 
backwards.
We have to slam the door to get it to 
close.

3.
Don’t get me started.

My attitude.

Things are broken but we don’t let it 
get us down, right?

(Electrical cords, tangled like hair after 
an entire 

day and night in bed…)

4.
My husband’s collarbone.

The cracked ribs of the kitchen blinds 
where the cat has tried to crawl 
through. 

5. 
Illness.
Illness.
Busy-ness.
Laziness.

6. 
We fixed the ceiling tiles 
in the sunroom 
with duct tape. 

EVIL red squirrel!
We have battled 
that red squirrel 
for three years.

We are ALL 
battling 
that same 
red squirrel.

7.
Clots of cat fur.
The vacuum strokes out.

8. 
The dryer died last fall.

We’ve been hanging 
everything ever since. 

Queen-sized sheets and blankets
strewn all over the basement.

We were going to get a new one.
Last week we watched a YouTube 
video.
We were going to get a new one.

Five months of socks and socks
and our panties, drying slowly. 

And it’s just a broken belt.
We ordered a replacement.

It came today. We’re too tired 
to attempt repairs.

9. 
Bitter 
midwinter storms
of cat fur.

10.
Me. Meeeeeeeeee. Other than me?

My computer.

My faith?
Also my heart.

Sometimes all I can see is the broken 
things.

11. 
We sing disordered songs.
We hang askew.



The Permanent Wound

My mother with her fists full of thistle. And three kittens of
mine to bury in the forest out back. Grey milk leaked from 
their bodies, into the vine-bound earth. She plunged a metal 
shovel so deep, it left a tang on my tongue. Half a lifetime 
later, my sons are leaving home. How to stop the ruin, how not to 
sit swollen and stung. How not to be my mother, to resist
the hush of forbidden woods, their false promise to devour
what we no longer want. No wonder she courts the surgeon’s 
blade. We want the permanent wound. 
     — Dara-Lyn Shrager 

The Question of Water

Text: 
The question that always bobs up 
but which I cannot answer 
is this: if I am mostly water 
then why, when I enter water 
do I stay body? 

Other questions arrive: 
What is body? 
What is water? 
Ask and silence falls. 
Ask: how is the water/body problem 
like picking up the fragments of a 
teapot? 

It may be, I told these questions, 
that there is some reason 
for taking my body into water. 
A test of mortality. 
A demand for a response. 

italicized lines come from Virginia 
Woolf’s essay “Why?” 

— Athena Kildegaard  

Moon, Dog, Heart 

The river could be a dog 
the dog could be a moon 
moon is in the river 
its tail curled into itself 
as the river curls 
as the river curls 

But the moon hides its heart 
under a basket 
under a basket shaped like a quick 
white dog

And where is my country 
my land of white flowers 
where has it sailed 
my homeland that smells of orchids 
and date palms 
where has it sailed without me 

Y dônde está mi pueblo 
mi país de flores blancas 
adónde ha navegado 
mi tierra natal que huele a orquídeas 
y a palmas de dátil 
adónde ha navegado sin mí 

The river could be a dog 
I am that moon-white dog 
howling from the sandbar 
my tail curled to hide my heart 
to hide my heart 
my tail curled to hide my heart 

 — Athena Kildegaard, 
copyright 2019  



OUR EARTH
by T. K. Torme

Our Earth, 
Beautiful; pristine;
(Clean and pure,)
Untouched (by Mankind.)

Our Earth, 
Awe inspiring; wonderful;
Full of Nature’s creatures -
(Big; small; exotic; poisonous.)

Our Earth, 
Scattered with (cave) people;
Hunting only what they need;
Respecting (the environment.)

Our Earth, 
Plenty of food and water;
No starvation (and disease;)
(No crime) or civilizations. 

Our Earth, 
Filled with rainforests; deserts; oceans; 
mountains;
(Now filled with) people (of all races) 
everywhere; (scattered, 
Live as one; peacefully.)

(Our Earth, 
Now) filled with civilizations; cities, 
(Environment constantly shrinking;)
People exploring the New World. 

Our Earth, 
People; (Races divided;
Ongoing wars with other nations; 
countries; 
No peace for centuries. 

Our Earth,)
Greedy for more land space;
Raping the world’s forests;
Killing all the animals, 
No consideration for  
(environmental damage.)

OUR EARTH, 
Now rotted; decayed;
(War torn; full of hate;)
Away from the way we used to know. 

OUR EARTH, 
Animals dying off by the thousands;
Some species extinct forever;
Others being poached by greedy 
mankind. 

OUR EARTH, 
Poached; raped; robbed;
Murdered inhumanely;
(Animals in zoos;)
Animals in peril;
Bearing (the bruises the) scars (of 
civilizations.)

OUR EARTH, 
(Forests scattered;)
Depleted; shrinking;
(Habitats) disappearing;
Day by day;
No place for God’s creatures to (hide 
and) live. 

Our Earth, 
If we want to salvage (any of it,)
We must learn to (reduce; reuse; 
recycle, 
And) leave nature alone. 

Our Earth, 
We must learn (to cope together;)
(To take only what we need;)
(And leave the oceans; forests; deserts; 
mountains alone.)

OUR EARTH: (THERE IS TIME  
TO SAVE IT.)



Bird of Light 

Riffian women kneel in their domed hats, their bodies adorned 
with brightly- hued yarns. Displayed on tarps at their feet are 
prickly pears, garlic bulbs, melons as pale as winter moons. The 
boy from America wears the new djellaba his mother buys for 
him. In this pale gown, he turns each teeming corner of the 
medina, its steep stone stairs and blinding palette of greens, 
golds and blues. The merchants make way for the boy as if he 
wears a bird of light. They smile at the pharaoh-oblong of his 
skull. When they bring their hands together, he clasps his own 
small hands toward Mecca. 

— Dara-Lyn Shrager

I Enter Into Debt 

I wake at three A.M. 

I clear my throat of phlegm 

I shower, shave and polish shoes 

For a company I condemn. 

I walk to work a while 

It must be near a mile 

When winter snow-ows froze my toes 

I quickly lost my smile. 

I enter into work, 

I enter into work 

So’s not to enter debt 

I enter into work.
 
At this unfriendly hour 

I open a bag of flour 

I let Mother do her work 

And leave her till she’s sour. 

A morning coffee break 

I always try to take 

But when I smell-ell something burn 

I race to save the cake. 

I race to save the cake. 

I race to save the cake. 

Forgetting all about the bread 

I race to save the cake. 

I think the cake is dead 

To pigs it should be fed 

It’s black as black as black bean soup 

At least I still have bread 

A ton of dough’s a pain 

I lift it without crane 

When loaves rise and rise in size 

I grimace in disdain. 

So I ask for a raise in pay 

Expecting an okay 

The boss looking awf’ly cross 

Says I’ll get it without delay. 

That was three years ago 

I haven’t seen no dough 

I have no cash, no more, no sir 

That raise seems awf’ly slow. 



I’m now deep in debt, 

Why after all this work  

I’m now deep in debt. 

A year is nearly done 

I go home with a dumpster bun
 
I walk on soles so very thin 

Goddamn, I’ve a hole in one. 

I hope someday I’ll get 

To pay off my regret 

With gobs and gobs of golden bars 

To exit out of debt. 

With gobs and gobs of golden bars 

To exit out of debt. 

  — J.J. Lokshtanov

So I wrote the man a letter 

Dear asshole. 

I ‘spose I shouldn’t have said ‘er 

And now I go without a job 

And hope things will get better. 

I enter into debt, 

I enter into debt 

Why after all this work 

I enter into debt? 

Life is supremely sad 

When interests rates go mad 

A monthly su-um glumly comes 

Off the hump I thought I had.

I’m now deep in debt, 

In the dark (To Viola Desmond, 1946)

Olivia de Havilland to Viola Desmond, 1946

You are weary in the front row
as I stride through silver frames
for my beloved audience, similar in the dark. So you can dream,
until they change your role – quietly, as if a shadow could be

a star, my alter ego, leading
a different scene. What can I say? The soundtrack still plays,
you are dragged off-screen – 
beyond my flattened view – 

Beloved audience, hidden in your shame.
Don’t be weary, my star, don’t let them see
there’s a place in you they cannot reach – quietly, 
keep watching your own dream.
         

--Carolyn Nakagawa
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